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Introduction
The Hastings Internationaland Comparative Law Review held its
21st Annual Scholarly Programs in February 2004 with two events
that brought together leaders in the field to explore the new and
changing legal bases for waging war in the 21st Century.
The Law Review was founded in 1976 by Professor Rudolf B.
Schlesinger-whom we honor this year with the inaugural Rudolf B.
Schlesinger Memorial Lecture on International and Comparative
Law-to develop dialogue around contemporary and original issues
in international and comparative law. This year, it was clear to the
editorial board that the U.S. war in Iraq brought questions concerning
use of force and legal bases for waging war back to the forefront of
the international law field. Discussion of these important issues
seemed to us to offer the best opportunity to advance international
legal scholarship while holding true to our founding principles.
The "Future of Force," as we titled our Scholarly Programs, is
much more than an academic concern or a purely legal question. It is
of enormous importance to every concerned citizen of the world.
How the United States addresses the question "what is the future of
force?" is front-page news both here and abroad. Debate as to the
propriety of projecting U.S. force unilaterally-and the long-term
costs and benefits of doing so-is shaping the current round of U.S.
presidential politics. How we ultimately answer the question is likely
to have profound consequences, for good or for ill, for our world,
both today and for generations to come.
Our first event, the Scholars Forum, featured Professor Thomas
M. Franck (Murry & Ida Becker Professor of Law Emeritus, New
York University School of Law), who presented his paper entitled
Preemption, Prevention & Anticipatory Self Defense: The New Law
Regarding Recourse to Force. Commenting on Professor Franck's
paper and providing unique insights of their own were Professor
Dianne Marie Amann (King Hall, University of California, Davis)
Professor David D. Caron (C. William Maxeiner Distinguished
Professor of Law, Boalt Hall, University of California, Berkeley),
Professor Joel R. Paul (University of California, Hastings College of
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the Law) and Judge Abraham D. Sofaer (Hoover Institution,
Stanford University). The discussion was moderated by Professor
Naomi Roht-Arriaza (University of California, Hastings College of
the Law).
A transcript of the lively Scholars Forum discussion provided by
our distinguished participants is reproduced here, along with
Professor Franck's paper and written commentary. The materials
address the impact on U.S. foreign policy of the October 2002
National Security Strategy Assessment (the so-called Bush Doctrine)
and the U.S. invasion of Iraq. The materials also attempt to move
beyond either condemnation or exculpation of recent U.S. actions to
suggest constructive policy choices that would ultimately benefit both
the United States and the international community generally, while
enhancing long-term prospects for stability and peace.
Our second event, the inaugural Rudolf B. Schlesinger Memorial
Lecture on International & Comparative Law featured Professor
Michael J. Glennon (Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts
University), who delivered a lecture entitled The Rise and Fall of the
UN Charter's Use of Force Rules.
Professor Schlesinger was the founder of the American
comparative law curriculum. He received his law degree from the
University of Munich. It is said that his dissertation-written in six
weeks because of fears that the Nazi regime would deny him and
other Jewish students the right to matriculate-earned one of only
three summa cum laude honors bestowed by that institution in the
20th Century. Professor Schlesinger arrived in New York soon
thereafter, where he attended Columbia Law School. There he
served as Editor-in-Chief of the Columbia Law Review, the first nonnative English speaker to do so. After graduation he clerked for the
Chief Judge of the New York Court of Appeals and worked at a New
York law firm before moving to Cornell Law School, where he was
appointed to the prestigious Cromwell Chair in International and
Comparative Law.
Professor Schlesinger joined the Hastings faculty in 1976 as a
member of the famed Sixty-Five Club after taking emeritus status at
Cornell. Here he founded this Law Review, taught Conflicts of Laws
and Comparative Law and won numerous distinguished teacher
awards (as he had at Cornell) until his death in 1996.
Mr. Ronald S. Katz of Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP, began the
Memorial Lecture with a stirring tribute to his father-in-law. Mr.
Katz recounted the achievements of Rudolf Schlesinger, academic
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giant-the father of American comparative law and a man whose
genius and professional accomplishments were briefly but
inadequately described above. Mr. Katz also offered a profoundly
personal profile of Rudi, human being-a loving and fun-loving
husband and father, an unfailingly kind and generous colleague and
mentor, a comic and a treasure to all who were fortunate enough to
cross paths with him. By de-mythologizing Professor Schlesinger and
offering an insider's perspective on his "fully integrated life," Mr.
Katz has done a great service to those who remember Professor
Schlesinger and a great honor to the man himself.
We were pleased to have Professor Glennon, a scholar worthy of
the legacy the Professor Schlesinger has left behind, deliver the
inaugural Memorial Lecture. Professor Glennon picked up the
thread of the Scholars Forum and addressed the impact of unilateral
U.S. use of force on multinational, multilateral institutions. The
failure, or at least shortcomings, of the United Nations and its
Security Council have been well-documented in the year since the
United States led its "coalition of the willing" into Iraq. Professor
Glennon offered not so much a critique of what has happened, but an
insightful evaluation as to why. He discussed structural flaws
inherent in the U.N. Charter's use of force rules and suggested that
until certain basic sociological conditions-precedent exist, unilateral
action by a benevolent hegemonic power might be the world's best
hope for lasting peace. We believe that Professor Glennon's honest
and rigorous analysis will provide an important reference point in the
ongoing dialogue concerning the evolution of multilateral
international bodies.
We trust that the materials collected here from the 21st Annual
Scholarly Programs will spark additional comment and discussion.
We look forward to further constructive dialogue, even as we look
back to thank each of our Scholarly Programs participants for their
unique insights and observations.

